
 

DANTE ALIGHIERI SOCIETY of WASHINGTON presents 
How Dante Remains Relevant 

(Italian Meeting, Live) given by 

Marco Zuccari 
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 25, 2023 

St. Clement's Church 

1501 32nd Ave S., Seattle 98144 

6:00 DOORS OPEN FOR ANTIPASTI 

7:30 PRESENTATION 
For Italian Meetings, attendees bring the antipasti and vino to share. 

PLEASE bring your shared dishes already plated if possible. 

  
Presentation summary 

In his lecture about Dante, Marco will discuss how Dante's message remains relevant 
to contemporary audiences. This includes exploring the impact on everyday language, 
the inclusion of diverse characters and subjects that defied tradition, and a dramatic 
and modern narrative style that delved into themes of religion, morality, and pure 
love. 

Biography 
Marco Zuccari studied in his hometown of Domodossola in the Piedmont region and 
later graduated in mathematics from a university in Milan. His professional career 
involved working in the field of information technology, mostly from an organizational 
perspective. Zuccari is enthusiastic, curious, and loves life and traveling. He's an avid 
reader and writer, having published several books and contributed to various 
publications.  Marco pursued his passion for Dante and his works later in life, 
becoming an expert in the field and holding several presentations on this subjects at 
school and cultural events. Zuccari also treads the boards, both performing and 
directing.  

Marco can be reached via his website: www.marcozuccari.it 
  

We don't take reservations for Italian meetings, and there is no charge. 

Anyone with known recent exposure to  or symptoms of COVID  should not attend. 
Masking  is optional. 

Marco's other events around town: 



Oct 21 @10AM - 
 Meet the author event, Open to all at Casa Italiana, 13208 1st Ave S., Burien, 

98168 

  

Oct 28 @ 6 PM  - 

“Dante Show” Event, Open to all 
This show will be a mix of poetry and music, complementary booklets with 

translations will be provided. Held at St Clement's  (as above). 

Hope to see you! 
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